ArtLab invites your students out of their classrooms and into our galleries for an engaging, interactive experience. Led by trained volunteer docents, ArtLab tours provide students the opportunity to see art, build vocabulary through discussion, and create original works of their own with a KIA studio artist. Students will make connections between classroom learning and the Museum experience, exercise their creative and analytical skills, and increase visual literacy using the language of art. ArtLab visits are two hours long and take place in conjunction with a docent tour.

**TOUR OPTIONS with an ArtLab experience**-

**Visiting Exhibitions** - See website as these change frequently.

- **Circular Abstractions: Bull’s Eye Quilts** (September 23, 2017 - January 21, 2018)
- **My Hero! Contemporary Art & Superhero Action** (February 3 - May 13, 2018)

**I Can Do That!** – *But can you really?* Abstract art is often the most misunderstood of art forms. Delve deeper into the complex themes, ideas, and gestures behind deceptively “simple” works of art.

**Art In the Round** – Art isn’t just for walls and frames! Explore the objects and materials used to make the most popular sculptural works in the KIA’s Permanent Collection.

**The Changing Landscape** – As times have changed, so too, has our mark on the land. Take a journey through the ages as we travel from the idealized landscapes of yesterday to the gritty reality of today tracing our imprint along the way.

Tour programs sponsored by:

- Harold & Grace Upjohn Foundation
- Sanitree Foundation
- Pfizer
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